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The mammalian growth plate is a complex structure which is essential for the elongation of
long bones. However, an understanding of how the growth plate functions at the cellular
level is lacking. This review, summarises the factors involved in growth-plate regulation, its
failure and the consequence of injury. We also describe some of the cellular mechanisms
which underpin the increase in volume of the growth-plate chondrocyte which is the major
determinant of the rate and extent of bone lengthening. We show how living in situ
chondrocytes can be imaged using 2-photon laser scanning microscopy to provide a
quantitative analysis of their volume. This approach should give better understanding of the
cellular control of bone growth in both healthy and failed growth plates.

Regulation of the growth plate
Skeletal growth is influenced by many factors
including parental height, race, gender, health
and social group. Karlberg et al1 have described
three hormonally-triggered growth curves,
namely infantile, childhood and pubertal. This
in no way diminishes the importance of fetal
growth and birth weight which are thought to
influence the development of hypertension,
cardiovascular disease and osteoporosis in the
adult.2 The infantile component, present during
the first three years of life, is a sharp, non-linear
decelerating curve influenced by nutrition and
insulin-like growth factors 1 and 2. The slowly
decelerating childhood component is dependent
on growth hormone, is affected by the seasons
and is triggered slightly earlier in girls. Illness
delays the childhood component by approximately five months, but seems to have no effect
on the infantile component.
The pubertal component is sex-steroiddependent. In both girls and boys, oestrogen is
the dominant hormone. Low levels stimulate
the growth hormone axis causing an early
growth spurt in girls and a later pubertal
growth spurt in boys. Higher levels of oestrogen subsequently stimulate bone growth
directly, causing narrowing and then fusion of
the growth plate with cessation of skeletal
growth. The effect of hormones on skeletal
growth is highly complex. Growth hormone is
thought to increase the number of cells in the
physeal columns, thyroid hormone potentiates
cytoplasmic proliferation and oestrogens
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which play an important role in triggering closure of the physis after a period of longitudinal
growth.3
Neuronal factors may also be important
since epiphyseal cartilage has its own nerve
supply of thin C-fibres, some of which reach
the growth plate. Localised sympathectomy
was once used to accelerate longitudinal
growth in limbs shortened by chronic neurological deficit, albeit with unpredictable success. It is presumed therefore that the nervous
system exerts a regulatory function on growth,
but the mechanisms by which this is accomplished are unknown.4
The nutritional requirements of the physis
are exclusively met by the epiphyseal and
metaphyseal vasculature. However, the physis
is generally avascular, solutes being required to
diffuse to the cells through the matrix. Solute
fluxes appear to originate from the top,
bottom, and a mid-point of the growth plate
where cells differentiate from proliferative to
hypertrophic phenotypes.5,6
Regulation of bone growth by mechanotransduction has also been suggested and is
thought to be illustrated by axial correction
through adaptation of the growth plate. Typical examples include the spontaneous correction of bow legs in the toddler (Fig. 1) and
malunion of a childhood fracture (Fig. 2). Two
theories have been proposed to explain this
phenomenon. The first maintains that light
compression of the physis, as opposed to
excessive loading, stimulates growth. Gravity
1541
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Fig. 1a

Fig. 1b

Photographs showing (a) a toddler, aged 2, with bow-legs who achieved (b) physiological correction with
time which is an example of differential activity of the growth plate.

Fig. 2a

Fig. 2b
Radiographs showing a) malunion of an angulated fracture of the
distal radius in a 7-year-old boy and b) subsequent re-alignment of
the growth plate and bone remodelling.

and physical activity tend to stimulate growth on the concave side of an angular deformity.7,8 The second proposes
that the growth plate continuously overcomes compressive
forces produced by soft-tissue resistance to longitudinal
expansion, in addition to muscle tone. Should the cellular
columns yield to compression they will shorten on the convex, ‘tension’ side in angular deformity, and gradually
correct the deformity.9 Most clinical and experimental
observations support the second theory, but the two are
not mutually exclusive. For example, Murray et al10

demonstrated that the cellular columns could yield under
compression by way of helical tilting, generating a rotational deformity which leads to axial correction. This does
not apparently compromise cellular activity.
The structural arrangement of chondrocytes into relatively straight columns supported by a stable subchondral
plate is thought to be of crucial importance to normal
longitudinal bone growth. However, there have been few
studies which have explained the collapse of this delicate
structure or why chondrocytes lose the ability to establish a
new columnar architecture. Clinical experience and histological studies of Perthes’ disease, Blount’s disease and
slipped capital epiphysis indicate that the resilience of the
growth plate can be lost in mid-childhood. The chondrocytes do not appear to lose their capacity for mitotic activity after structural collapse, but are dispersed randomly.11
Whatever the regulatory input, the ultimate effect on the
activity of the growth plate and structural integrity must be
controlled by the component cells and the signals which
they receive. Hence, a better understanding of chondrocytes and their mechanisms of growth regulation should
help to determine the causes of disease or malfunction of
the growth plate.

Injury to the growth plate
Longitudinal bone growth is clearly dependent upon the normal physiological development of the growth plate and
endochondral ossification. However, studies of physeal
injury have traditionally been limited to the effects of fracture and other causes have either been briefly addressed or
ignored. This reflects the fact that physeal fracture is the
most common cause of primary growth arrest and was the
first to be documented.12 However, other causes are the
direct, injurious effects of chemotherapy, certain types of
infection (particularly meningococcal septicaemia), neurological disease, burns, juvenile chronic arthritis, uraemia,
intoxication (vitamins A, C, D and heavy metals), as well as
endocrine disease, malnutrition (malabsorption and protein
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Fig. 3a
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Fig. 3b

Radiographs of Harris growth arrest lines which are formed at the time of mechanical stress or injury showing a) the complete proximal tibial growth arrest
at the site of direct damage and associated lines at sites away from the injury and b) the tibia of a girl who went on a family ski-ing holiday every winter.

depletion) and thalassaemia.13 The existence of a physeal
stress injury inhibiting growth has been disputed, but is
now generally accepted. This tends to occur bilaterally in
symmetrical physes, and is most commonly seen in the distal radial growth plates of young gymnasts.14 There are
morphological similarities between the affected physes in
this condition and their appearance in some neurological
disorders, such as myelomeningocoele and congenital
insensitivity to pain. The growth arrest lines as
described by Harris15 are seen in a variety of conditions
(Fig. 3) and are secondary to self-limiting injury of the
growth plate.
In 1898, Poland16 identified the relationship between the
course of a fracture line and the risk of interference with
subsequent growth, from which a classification of physeal
fractures was derived. Unfortunately, he was unable to produce a comprehensive epidemiological study because of a
lack of radiographs. In 1963, Salter and Harris17 proposed
a classification of fractures of the growth plate from experimental studies on animals. They articulated the principle
that a physeal fracture, which did not disrupt the continuity
of the germinal layer would not result in growth arrest.
This was also true of a fracture which split the growth
plate, provided that the physis accurately reduced. Growth
arrest after a physeal fracture was presumed to be due to a
transphyseal osseous bar, which formed across the gap in
an unreduced fracture. Their classification described fracture lines in which the growth plate and the epiphysis were
VOL. 90-B, No. 12, DECEMBER 2008

presumed to be intact (type I and type II) and those which
produced segmentation of the plate (type III and type IV).
This simple classification was proposed at much the
same time as Langenskiöld18 identified the ‘bone bridge’ as
a correctable clinical entity. Although Salter and Harris17
did not state that growth arrest was invariably avoidable,
they recognised that “serious growth disturbance is usually
predictable and in certain circumstances can be prevented”.
They also introduced a fifth, previously unreported type of
physeal fracture, indicating that they were well aware of the
existence of a type of growth arrest which occurred after
trauma and which did not involve segmentation or splitting
of the growth plate. This postulated the existence of an
injury which suppressed chondrocyte activity in part of the
growth plate by means of compression. It was suggested
that physeal tissue could be ‘crushed to extinction’ between
epiphyseal and metaphyseal bone on the compression side
during angular deformation of a long bone.
The most important point of the Salter-Harris classification was that a fracture of the physis should heal uneventfully if the bone and physeal plate were in continuity.
However, there is no guarantee that every fracture will heal,
and other lesions such as abrasion of physeal tissue or damage to key vessels may be responsible for this. The final outcome may also be influenced by hormonal, nutritional,
biochemical and neurological factors which regulate the
function of the growth plate.19 However, our understanding of the cell biology of the growth plate, its regulation
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Fig. 4a

Fig. 4c

Fig. 4b

Fig. 4d

Low-power images of living chondrocytes loaded with the vital intracellular fluorescent dye calcein
and imaged using confocal and 2-photon laser scanning microscopy showing a) human proximal
tibia,37 (published with permission from CMAJ 2003;168:459-60), b) human iliac apophysis and c)
bovine rib growth plate (scale bar = 100 µm; × 10 objective). Figure 4d - High power images of growth
plate cell columns from a bovine analysed by computer software (Volocity; Improvision, Coventry,
United Kingdom) surface rendered and colour coded according to their volume (see scale) (× 63
water-dripping objective).

under normal conditions, and how these can be influenced
in clinical practice is still at a rudimentary stage. In the
remaining sections of this review, we will consider the crucial
single cell type responsible, the chondrocyte, and focus in
particular on new insights into the mechanism of cell
enlargement which is essential for longitudinal bone growth.

Cellular morphology of the mammalian growth
plate: a historical perspective
The growth plate is composed of highly organised and specialised chondrocytes (Fig. 4). Germinal cells, otherwise
known as ‘reserve’, or ‘stem’ cells are situated next to the
epiphysis above clearly organised columns of cells and,
after some predetermined signal, begin to divide. This
‘multiplication of cells by mitosis’ into cells of ‘flattened

appearance’ was elegantly described in the mammalian
growth plate by an Edinburgh surgeon, Stump, in 1925 20 in
what he originally termed the “serial”, but is now commonly called the proliferative zone. Division occurs in a
transverse axis and the cells then become orientated longitudinally to form the initial configuration of cell columns.
Daughter cells separate by depositing new matrix, a process
which continues throughout the growth plate. When cell
division ceases, these are described as pre-hypertrophic
chondrocytes within the transitional or maturation zone.
These pre-hypertrophic cells slowly increase in volume
before they progress, as their name suggests, to become
rapidly-enlarging hypertrophic chondrocytes and take on a
rounded appearance. Stump20 described how the nucleus
“becomes swollen”, and “vacuoles appear in the cytoplasm”.
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This description of an ‘odematous state’, which implied
that the increase in volume of the cell was due to swelling,
was a prescient observation which will be discussed later.
Hypertrophic zone chondrocytes prepare the surrounding
matrix as a “scaffold on which osteoclasts build”20 before
they sacrifice themselves at the proximal end of the cell
columns, in the zone of calcification. This process is often
described as ‘apoptosis’ a phenomenon originally described
in other cell types by Kerr, Wyllie and Currie.21 A number of
features of apoptosis are present, such as condensed nuclear
chromatin, but others such as expansion of the rough endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus depart from the classical description. Thus, although this process appears to be
tightly controlled, the term apoptosis may not be strictly
accurate, and accordingly an alternative term, ‘chondroptosis’, has been suggested to describe this specific form of
programmed cell death more appropriately.22

What determines the rate of chondrocyte
enlargement?
The rate of longitudinal bone growth is controlled by the
number of proliferative and hypertrophic zone cells, the
rate of division of proliferative chondrocytes, the rate of
volume increase of the hypertrophic zone cells and the final
volume attained by these cells.23,24 It is the volume increase
in hypertrophic zone chondrocytes which is responsible for
most (~60%) of longitudinal bone growth.25 A stereological examination of sections of 35 day-old rat tibial
growth plates26 described two phases of chondrocytic volume increase, namely, a gradual (~30 μm3.hr-1) increase to
about 20% of their final volume followed by a rapid
(~800 μm3.hr-1) increase during the last 20 hours before
they reached their final volume.
A cell can increase its volume by classical hypertrophy
and/or by swelling. Historically, ‘hypertrophy’ has been
used to describe a general increase in the ultrastructural
protein in a cell as seen in cardiomyocytes,27 for example,
when the heart responds to an increased haemodynamic
load. However, for terminally differentiated chondrocytes
the appearance of the cells in fixed tissue is more suggestive
of ‘swelling’, which describes the accumulation of fluid. Put
simply, the difference between hypertrophy and swelling is
the accumulation of ‘dry’ cell matter (primarily protein)
and water, respectively. It can also be described in terms of
osmotic fractions with the protein ‘dry’ cell matter simply
‘bulking up’ the cells and increasing their size with nonosmotically active constituents. However, for the osmotically-active component, accumulation of fluid occurs by
osmosis with freely-mobile water following the movement
of osmolytes.
The evidence for fluid accumulation was first intimated
by Stump20 who described an ‘oedematous phase’ of cell
enlargement. The first electron-microscopic study of the
growth plate described a hypertrophic cell as having a
“great increase in the volume of cytoplasm matrix and a
corresponding decrease in its density”.28 The first truly
VOL. 90-B, No. 12, DECEMBER 2008
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quantitative examination of the cytoplasm of chondrocytes
was carried out using stereological techniques on fixed
tissue and suggested that the hypertrophic zone cells were
metabolically active, but that the cytoplasm contained
‘holes’ which were “probably indicative of chondrocyte
swelling in the bottom portion of hypertrophic cells”.29
Later, a comprehensive study by Buckwalter et al,30 also
using morphological analysis of electron micrographs,
determined the total cell, organelle and matrix volumes
along the entire growth plate. They concluded that while
synthesis of organelles contributed approximately 20% to
cell enlargement, the principal mechanism was cytoplasmic
and nuclear swelling.
Swelling is dependent on the net movement of water into
the cell across a water-permeable plasma membrane, and is
governed solely by osmotic gradients. For a cell to swell, an
osmotic gradient has to be created either by reducing the
osmolarity of the solution surrounding the cell and/or by
increasing the osmolarity inside the cell. Experiments on
human articular chondrocytes in situ, have shown that a
major reduction of extracellular osmolarity from the normal level (~420 mOsm) to that of plasma (~280 mOsm)
accounts for an increase in cell volume of only ~30%.31
However, the volume of proliferative zone cells can increase
by more than tenfold as they mature into hypertrophic zone
chondrocytes;32 which would require an impossible reduction in extracellular osmolarity. If swelling is the mechanism by which growth-plate chondrocytes hypertrophy, the
intracellular osmolarity must increase. There are such
mechanisms in most animal cells and they either bring
about the net movement of osmolytes across the plasma
membrane and/or synthesise intracellular osmolytes which
remain trapped within the cell thereby exerting an intracellular osmotic pressure. Both mechanisms lead to swelling of the cell. There has been extensive research into the
membrane transport and intracellular metabolic pathways
which can bring about this increase in cell volume, a process which has been termed regulatory volume increase.33
A histological study by Farnum et al34 attempted to
quantify the incorporation of organic osmolytes as the
chondrocytes progressed from the proliferative to the
hypertrophic zone. They showed that while concentrations
of some organic osmolytes did increase, they accounted for
only 6% to 7% of the swelling required for the increase in
cell volume of the hypertrophic zone cells. Again, as with
the stereological analysis, these studies were limited to the
investigation of fixed tissue sections.

The study of living growth plate chondrocytes in situ
The visualisation of living cells within their extracellular
matrix has been revolutionised by advances in confocal
laser scanning microscopy and more recently in our laboratory, by 2-photon laser scanning microscopy35 which has
the advantages of improved cell viability and an increased
imaging depth. It has recently been used to determine the
rate and routes of solutes diffusion into the intact growth
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Fig. 5
Diagram of a model to describe chondrocyte enlargement in the growth
plate, encompassing both classical hypertrophy and swelling. If a cell is
considered to be composed of osmotically-inactive (black) and osmotically-active (white) fractions, for ‘dry’ cell matter (i.e. proteins) and fluid
respectively, then the proportion of chondrocyte enlargement due to
hypertrophy and swelling can be represented. The intracellular accumulation of both organic (e.g. amino acids and simple sugars) and inorganic (e.g. K+, Na+, and CI-) osmolytes through membrane-transport
proteins will create an osmotic gradient which water is obliged to follow
thereby driving cell swelling. Accumulated amino acids can then be
used in the synthesis of protein, contributing to the total ‘dry’ cell matter,
and increasing cell volume by hypertrophy.

plate in vivo.5,6 Both techniques register either endogenous
fluorescence (autofluorescence) or exogenous fluorescent
molecules (fluorophores), but have the advantage over standard fluorescent microscopy of being able to provide clear
optical sections, free from fluorescence ‘blur’. Serial optical
sections can be acquired and assembled to form a threedimensional (3D) model using specialised computer software. The 3D data derived from these images are akin to
those of modern medical imaging procedures, but are at the
cellular or subcellular level. By using an intracellular fluorophore (calcein) to label the cytoplasmic space of the cell, and
with the ability to measure cell volume by confocal/2-photon
laser scanning microscopy we can investigate the mechanism(s) of the increase in cell volume36 in living growth-plate
chondrocytes. These techniques reveal a more prominent
role for classical ‘hypertrophy’ in cell enlargement.32
Figure 4 shows low-power projected images (overlaid
serial optical sections) of a human proximal tibial
epiphysis37 (Fig. 4a) and iliac apophysis (Fig. 4b). It should
be noted that the arrangement of chondrocytes, that is the
resting, proliferative, lower and upper hypertrophic, and
zone of calcification, are often not the clear classical columnar cell groupings which are seen in animal growth plates
(Fig. 4c). It is possible that this reflects the slower rate of
growth of human tissues. When magnification of higher
power is used, detailed volume data can be determined
from the images,36,38 as shown in Figure 4d, in which
bovine rib growth-plate cell images have been colour-coded
according to cell volume. The volume of the chondrocyte

and linear measurements of length, width and height can be
determined relative to their position in the growth plate.32
The increase in volume of the hypertrophic zone cells is initially small, but large increases in cell volume become
apparent at the base of the cell columns, with, as has previously been reported,32,39 a preferential increase in cell
length along the direction of bone growth.
The osmotic sensitivity of cells can be determined by performing measurements of cell volume with media of varying osmolarity. Thus living cells can be used to test the
hypothesis, derived from fixed specimens, that the increase
of volume of growth-plate chondrocytes is driven primarily
by swelling and not hypertrophy. A hypotonic challenge
can be delivered by changing the osmolarity of the experimental solution, which causes the cells to swell. Conversely,
a hypertonic challenge results in cell shrinkage. The size of
these volume changes is determined by the osmoticallyinactive and -active fractions, a measure of the ‘dry’ cell
matter and ‘fluid content’, respectively. Since the changes in
cell volume are linearly related to the reciprocal of the
extracellular osmolarity, the Boyle van’t Hoff relationship,
thus, the proportion of the cell water content can be calculated.32 Using this methodology we have been able to show
that the relative fluid content of cells from the proliferative
zone is not different from that of cells undergoing hypertrophy. This suggests that swelling is the mechanism for the
increase in cell volume and may have been over-estimated
in previous morphological studies on fixed tissue at least
until the last stages of hypertrophy. Unfortunately, in our
work, the largest of the hypertrophic zone cells were unable
to withstand analysis of osmotic challenge, possibly
because of fragility induced by swelling. In summary, these
experiments suggest that while swelling may be important
in the last stages of differentiation, classical hypertrophy is
also an essential process which should not be disregarded.
Interestingly, both mechanisms of increase in cell
volume must require an increase in the activity of plasma
membrane transporters given that there has to be a net
intracellular accumulation of osmolytes for swelling or
hypertrophy to occur. Hypertrophy demands an
increased movement of amino acids and simple sugars
into the cell but before these are synthesised into proteins
they must act as osmolytes and exert a transient swelling
pressure. Because of this, it is possible that the contribution of free inorganic osmolytes as quantified by Farnum
et al34 may have significantly underestimated the extent
to which these molecules accumulate. In addition to
organic osmolytes, the transport of inorganic ions, principally Na+ and indirectly K+, as used by other cell types
for regulatory volume increase may also be increased.
Figure 5 shows a simple model outlining a possible role
for membrane transporters in mediating the increase in
volume of the growth-plate chondrocyte.
While it is true that evidence for the involvement of
membrane transport proteins in hypertrophy of the growth
plate is sparse, a study analysing mRNA showed that a
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number of transporters were more highly expressed in
hypertrophic chondrocytes than in those found in the proliferative zone.40 Specifically, a sodium-dependent neutral
amino-acid transport, a glutamate transporter identified in
astrocytes, and a sodium-potassium-chloride co-transporter have all been implicated in a volume increase by regulating volume increase in other cell types.41,42 By
interactions with other amino-acid transporters, and metabolic reactions such as glutamate to and from glutamine,
sodium-dependent neutral amino-acid transport and glutamate transporter can influence the cell content of most
amino acids, thereby providing the necessary pool for
protein synthesis and hence, classical hypertrophy.43
We anticipate that any membrane transport process
which determines growth-plate activity is directly regulated
by the hormonal factors which are known to affect overall
bone lengthening. Therefore, investigation of the regulation
of membrane transport in growth-plate chondrocyte hypertrophy may provide the answer as to how the growth plate
functions in both healthy and abnormal tissue.
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